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The clinical usefulness of lymphocyte:monocyte ratios
in differentiating influenza from viral non-influenza-like illnesses
in hospitalized adults during the 2015 influenza A (H3N2)
epidemic: the uniqueness of HPIV-3 mimicking influenza A
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Abstract During influenza epidemics, influenza-like ill-
nesses (ILIs) viruses cocirculate with influenza strains. If
positive, rapid influenza diagnostic tests (RIDTs) identify
influenza A/B, but false-negative RIDTs require retesting
by viral polymerase chain reaction (PCR). Patient volume
limits testing during influenza epidemics, and non-specific
laboratory findings have been used for presumptive diag-
nosis pending definitive viral testing. In adults, the most
useful laboratory abnormalities in influenza include rela-
tive lymphopenia, monocytosis, and thrombocytopenia.
Lymphocyte:monocyte (L:M) ratios may be even more
useful. L:M ratios <2 have been used as a surrogate mark-
er for influenza, but there are no longitudinal data on L:M
ratios in hospitalized adults with viral ILIs. During the
2015 influenza A (H3N2) epidemic at our hospital, we
reviewed our experience with L:M ratios in 37 hospital-
ized adults with non-influenza viral ILIs. In hospitalized
adults with non-influenza A ILIs, the L:M ratios were >2
with human metapneumovirus (hMPV), rhinoviruses/
enteroviruses (R/E), and respiratory syncytial virus
(RSV), but not human parainfluenza virus type 3 (HPIV-
3), which had L:M ratios <2. HPIV-3, like influenza, was
accompanied by L:M ratios <2, mimicking influenza A
(H3N2). In influenza A admitted adults, L:M ratios <2

did not continue for >3 days, whereas with HPIV-3, L:M
ratios <2 persisted for >3 days of hospitalization.

Introduction

Influenza A community-acquired pneumonia (CAP) remains
an important cause of mortality and morbidity in hospitalized
adults [1, 2]. In winter months, other non-influenza viral
influenza-like illnesses (ILIs) cocirculate with influenza
strains [2]. In January 2015, influenza A (H3N2) cases reached
epidemic proportions, as did non-influenza viral ILIs. In hos-
pitalized adults, the clinical problem is to rapidly differentiate
influenza A from ILI mimics of influenza A, e.g., human
parainfluenza virus type 3 (HPIV-3) and Legionnaire’s disease
(LD) [3–5]. Accurate diagnosis of influenza A is necessary to
determine appropriate infection control (IC) precautions, as
well as early initiation of anti-influenza therapy [1, 2]. The
diagnosis of influenza A in hospitalized adults is usually
either by rapid influenza diagnostic tests (RIDTs) or by
viral polymerase chain reaction (PCR) of nasopharyngeal
swab specimens. RIDTs are commonly used because of
their rapidity, simplicity, and low cost, but false-negatives
are problematic [6, 7]. There are few false-positives with
RIDTs, but frequent false-negatives [6–9]. ILIs with nega-
tive RIDTs should be retested by viral PCR [10]. In adults,
viral ILIs are most often due to human metapneumovirus
(hMPV), coronaviruses (COR), rhinoviruses/enteroviruses
(R/E), and respiratory syncytial virus (RSV) [10, 11]. To
definitively diagnose non-influenza viral ILIs, viral respi-
ratory PCR is ideal, but requires more time than RIDTs, is
expensive, and not available everywhere [10]. When test-
ing demands are exceeded during epidemics, non-specific
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laboratory findings have been used as surrogate influenza
markers, pending definitive PCR diagnosis [12–15].

Excluding viruses, the infectious disease most likely to
resemble influenza A is LD [3, 4]. Clinically, LD may be
excluded in patients with ILIs with focal/segmental infiltrates
on chest X-ray (CXR), particularly if accompanied by, oth-
erwise unexplained, hypophosphatemia, high erythrocyte
sedimentation rate (ESR; ≥90 mm/h), highly elevated
ferritin (≥2 xn), or microscopic hematuria [16, 17].

For a presumptive influenza diagnosis, non-specific
laboratory indicators have been used, e.g., relative lympho-
penia, monocytosis, thrombocytopenia, and, depending upon
the strain of influenza A (H1N1 vs. H3N2), leukocytosis or
leukopenia. Influenza A (H3N2) strains were associated with
leukopenia, particularly if, in contrast, severe during the 2009–
2010 swine influenza A (H1N1) pandemic, leukocytosis, not
leukopenia, was the rule [18–20]. The lymphocyte:monocyte
(L:M) ratio has been used as a surrogate marker for influenza
A [21, 22]. In admitted adults with ILIs, L:M ratios are readily
available and useful pending influenza testing. A longitudinal
study of L:M ratios has been reported in healthy/young human
volunteers with induced infections [23]. However, there are no
longitudinal data on L:M ratios in viral ILIs in hospitalized
adults during influenza A (H3N2) epidemics.

Materials and methods

During January 2015 at Winthrop University Hospital, during
the influenza A (H3N2) epidemic, 37 adults were admitted
with non-influenza ILIs who had a specific viral diagnosis
by viral PCR of nasopharyngeal swab specimens. Data on
the 37 adult ILIs were reviewed for relative lymphopenia,
monocytosis, thrombocytopenia, and L:M ratios. These non-
specific test abnormalities were reviewed on admission,

during hospital days 1–3, and after 3 days of hospitalization.
Longitudinal L:M ratios were calculated during each patient’s
hospitalization.

Results

Among 37 ILIs in hospitalized adults, there were four patients
with hMPV, two patients with COR, ten patients with R/E, 16
patients with RSV, and five patients with HPIV-3. Relative
lymphopenia and monocytosis, but not thrombocytopenia,
was common in the non-influenza ILIs. L:M ratios were >2
with hMPV, R/E, and RSV. However, HPIV-3 patients were
unique in having L:M ratios <2, mimicking influenza A
(H3N2) (Table 1).

The HPIV-3 subset showed not only L:M ratios <2 on
admission, but L:M ratios <2 were persistent during hospital-
ization. Since influenza is a “3 day illness”, the clinical use-
fulness of L:M ratios is in the early diagnosis of influenza A,
i.e., during the first 3 days. With influenza A (H3N2), L:M
ratios <2 were present on admission, but did not persist
>3 days. In contrast, HPIV-3 L:M ratios <2 persisted for
>3 days, and in one case (a 67-year-old male) of HPIV-3
pneumonia, L:M ratios <2 persisted during hospitalization
(21 days) (Fig. 1).

Discussion

Specific viral diagnosis of influenza and non-influenza
viral ILIs are diagnosed by viral PCR of nasopharyngeal
swab specimens [10]. Unfortunately, viral PCR is not
utilized/available everywhere. It is important in admitted
adults from an IC perspective, to differentiate influenza
from viral ILIs. Viral ILIs may be placed on droplet and

Table 1 lymphocyte:monocyte (L:M) ratios in non-influenza A hospitalized adults with viral influenza-like illnesses (ILIs)

CBC parameters Duration of abnormalities hMPV (4/37) COR (2/37) R/E (10/37) RSV (16/37) HPIV-3 (5/37)

Relative lymphopenia (number with) Admission
Days 1–3
After day 3

3
3
0

2
1
0

8
9
5

13
16
11

4
3
4

Monocytosis (number with) Admission
Days 1–3
After day 3

1
1
1

0
0
0

1
4
1

3
5
3

2
3
2

L:M ratio <2 (number with) Admission
Days 1–3
After day 3

1
0
0

1
1
0

4
7
4

6
12
10

4
4
4

L:M ratio on admission (mean) 3 NA 3 2.2 1.4

hMPV human metapneumovirus, COR coronaviruses, R/E rhinoviruses/enteroviruses, RSV respiratory syncytial virus, HPIV-3 human parainfluenza
virus type 3, L relative lymphopenia, M monocytosis, NA not applicable
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contact precautions and cohorted, as with influenza [15, 17].
However, without specific testing, it is usually not possi-
ble to clinically differentiate viral ILIs [1, 2]. RIDTs are
readily available, inexpensive, and useful when positive,
but negative RIDTs do not rule out influenza and require
specific PCR retesting for definitive diagnosis [6–9]. Dur-
ing influenza epidemics, when testing abilities are stressed
and single beds limited, clinicians have used non-specific
laboratory test abnormalities as surrogate influenza
markers [8, 12].

The most commonly reported surrogate markers for
influenza A in hospitalized adults include leukopenia or
leukocytosis (depending upon the influenza A strain, i.e.,
H1N1 or H3N2 ), relative lymphopenia, monocytosis, and
thrombocytopenia [13, 14, 18, 20, 21]. In addition, L:M
ratios <2 have been used as an indicator of influenza A
[21, 23]. L:M ratios have the advantage of being readily
and rapidly available. There are no longitudinal data on
L:M ratios in non-influenza viral ILIs in hospitalized
adults during influenza A (H3N2) epidemics. Published
data from young healthy volunteers after viral challenge
indicated that R/E and RSV L:M ratios were expectedly
>2 [23]. However, there are no data on L:M ratios on hos-
pitalized adults with naturally acquired hMPV or HPIV-3
infections. In reviewing our experience with hospitalized
adults during the 2015 influenza epidemic at our hospital,
we were able to analyze 37 ILI patients diagnosed by PCR.

The L:M ratios of non-influenza viral ILIs depended on
viral type. L:M ratios >2 were present with ILIs due to
R/E, RSV, and hMPV. In contrast, HPIV-3 patients had
L:M ratios <2, mimicking influenza A (H3N2). Interesting-
ly, L:M ratios in HPIV-3 patients were present on admis-
sion and persisted for >3 hospital days.

During the influenza A (H3N2) epidemic in hospitalized
adults, we found that L:M ratios <2 was a surrogate marker
for influenza A but did not persist for >3 days. In patients
with non-influenza viral ILIs, with the exception of HPIV-
3, L:M ratios <2 may be used to differentiate viral ILIs
from influenza A (H3N2). Patients with HPIV-3 had L:M
ratios <2 on admission and persisted for >3 days into
hospitalization. L:M ratios may be useful not only in dif-
ferentiating influenza from ILI viruses, but may also have
important infection control and therapeutic implications,
i.e., oseltamivir therapy for those ILIs with L:M ratios
<2. We conclude that HPIV-3 mimics influenza A (H3N2)
in hospitalized adults with relative lymphopenia,
monocytosis, and L:M ratios <2 [14, 15]. Unlike influenza
A (H3N2) or other respiratory viral ILIs, HPIV-3 L:M ratios
persisted for >3 days into hospitalization. Clinicians
should be aware that, in hospitalized adults, HPIV-3,
among viral ILIs, is most likely to mimic influenza, with
L:M ratios <2 [5, 11, 17, 24, 25]. Based on our experience,
L:M ratios <2 should not be used to differentiate influenza
A (H3N2) from HPIV-3 in hospitalized adults.

Admission Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 Day 8 Day 9 Day 10 

WBC count (n = 3.9-11k) 12.4 11.1 10.6 13.8 13.1 9.7 9.2 13.1 13.5 13.4 12.4 

Platelet count (n = 160-292k/ul) 211 194 148 153 160 136 120 137 142 134 115 

Lymphocytes (n = 21-51%) 5 4 4 2 4 4 3 5 4 1 3 

Monocytes (n = 0-10%) 10 8 11 10 9 9 11 9 4 4 2 

Lymphocyte:monocyte ratio 0.50 0.50 0.36 0.20 0.44 0.44 0.27 0.56 1.00 0.25 1.50 

Day 11 Day 12 Day 13 Day 14 Day 15 Day 16 Day 17 Day 18 Day 19 Day 20 Day 21 

WBC count (n = 3.9-11k) 11.7 14.1 15.4 18.1 15.8 17.6 18 17.5 14.9 13 13.7 

Platelet count (n = 160-292k/ul) 120 94 123 152 143 160 124 126 105 150 152 

Lymphocytes (n = 21-51%) 4 4 1 1 3 5 5 7 4 5 6 

Monocytes (n = 0-10%) 13 13 6 7 4 10 3 10 4 10 10 

Lymphocyte:monocyte ratio 0.31 0.31 0.17 0.14 0.75 0.50 1.67 0.70 1.00 0.50 0.60 

Fig. 1 Longitudinal
lymphocyte:monocyte (L:M)
ratios in a 67-year-old male
patient admitted to Winthrop-
University Hospital with an
influenza-like illness (ILI) due to
HPIV-3 pneumonia
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